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This book contains everything I know about making money, saving
it, starting a business, and achieving a life of moneyed leisure. And
doing it fast enough to satisfy not just Boca but anyone who doesn’t
have the time or desire to do it The Millionaire Next Door way by saving
a few thousand dollars a year for 30 or 40 years.

With my program, all you need to become wealthy—to have a
steady stream of income automatically flowing into your pocket, even
after you have chosen to retire—is 7 to 15 years . . . and the willingness
to learn and put into practice the simple, step-by-step lessons that
I am going to teach you in this book.

You can do it no matter what your financial situation is right
now—no matter how little money you have in the bank. Even if you
currently have a negative net worth.

Some of the ideas you’ll encounter in these pages are refinements
of ideas I’ve already discussed in Early to Rise (ETR), my daily e-mail
advisory service, or discoveries I’ve revealed in previous books,
including How to Create Abundance in Your Life, Confessions of a Multi-
Millionaire, and How I Built My Wealth. But I’ve revised and improved
these ideas to relate to someone in Boca’s shoes—someone who is
starting from scratch and wants to get wealthy in a relatively short
period of time.
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Laboratory Hematology PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Expertly edited and endorsed by the International Society for Laboratory Hematology, this is the newest international textbook on all aspects of laboratory hematology. Covering both traditional and cutting-edge hematology laboratory technology this book emphasizes international recommendations for testing practices. Illustrative case studies...
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Theoretical Thermotics: Transformation Thermotics and Extended Theories for Thermal MetamaterialsSpringer, 2020

	This book focuses on theoretical thermotics, the theory of transformation thermotics and its extended theories for the active control of macroscopic thermal phenomena of artificial systems, which is in sharp contrast to classical thermodynamics comprising the four thermodynamic laws for the passive description of macroscopic thermal phenomena of...
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Python Web Penetration Testing CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 60 indispensable Python recipes to ensure you always have the right code on hand for web application testing


	About This Book

	
		Get useful guidance on writing Python scripts and using libraries to put websites and web apps through their paces
	
		Find the script you need to deal with any...
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Database and XML Technologies: First International XML Database Symposium, XSYM 2003, Berlin, Germany, September 8, 2003, ProceedingsSpringer, 2003
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First International XML Database Symposium, XSym 2003, held in Berlin, Germany in September 2003.
The 18 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 65 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on XML-relational database management systems, XML...
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Mass Customization: Opportunities, Methods, and Challenges for ManufacturersApress, 2015

	Mass Customization examines the business opportunities, considerations, and challenges manufacturers in various industries must weigh before committing to the significant investment in machinery and software needed to go to mass customization. For manufacturers who decide that it’s time to take the plunge, the author describes...
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Sculpture, Sexuality and History: Encounters in Literature, Culture and the Arts from the Eighteenth Century to the Present (Genders and Sexualities in History)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This book investigates the wide-ranging connections between sculpture, sexuality, and history in Western culture from the eighteenth century to the present. Sculpture has offered a privileged site for the articulation of sexual experience and the formation of sexual knowledge. As historical objects, sculptures also draw attention to the...
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